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Framing the interplay mechanisms between structural and dynamic complexity
in supply chains

Pablo Fern�andez Camposa, Luisa Huaccho Huatucob and Paolo Truccoa

aSchool of Management, Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy; bSchool for Business and Society, University of York, York, UK

ABSTRACT

This paper explores the interplay between structural and dynamic complexity factors, uncovering the
mechanisms that underpin it. Four in-depth inductive case studies, which comprised semi-structured
interviews with senior operations and SC managers as well as the use of companies’ official documents
and other secondary data, were carried out. The study offers a deep understanding and provides rich
empirical descriptions of the interplay between structural and dynamic complexity factors. A general
framework to represent different aspects of this interplay is also introduced, i.e. the House of Supply
Chain Complexity diagram; as a practical tool for mapping the complexity factors and inferring the pre-
vailing interplay mechanisms in specific cases. The results show four interplay mechanisms between
structural and dynamic complexity factors: silo-thinking, localism, limited adaptability and increased uncer-
tainty. Testable propositions are presented with relevant insights on the interplay between a wide range
of structural and dynamic complexity factors. Research implications relate to: (i) a general framework
usable to further investigate interplay mechanisms at factors level and in different SC contexts and (ii)
theory building on the suggested interplay mechanisms. We contribute to enhance contingency research
claiming for the importance of considering the cumulative effect of contingency factors on SC perform-
ance. The results also suggest that managers can accommodate the mechanisms of silo-thinking and
increased uncertainty by information sharing and organizational means, but the interplay mechanisms of
localism and limited adaptability appear to be more related to the physical structure of SC elements and
thus mainly manageable by reducing complexity, i.e. reducing the factors involved in the interplay.
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1. Introduction

The management of complexity in organizations and in the

supply chain (SC) has been and continues to be a challenge

(Ateş et al. 2021; Reeves et al. 2020). A critical aspect to con-

sider in understanding how complexity affects organizations

and how these in turn can manage these effects is that com-

plexity factors are not independent from each other but rather

interrelated (Perona and Miragliotta 2004; Gottfredson and

Aspinall 2005; Mariotti 2007; Mocker, Weill, and Woerner

2014). For example, Perona and Miragliotta (2004) presents the

links between a number of structural complexity factors (e.g.

variety of products, of customers and sales channels, of suppli-

ers) as a key aspect underpinning the overall impact of com-

plexity on SC performance. Furthermore, Bozarth et al. (2009)

and more recently Birkie and Trucco (2020) have called for

future research on the interplay between static and dynamic

complexity, in the context of complexity and SC performance.

This paper provides some steps towards filling this gap by

investigating the individual factors in the complexity types of

structural and dynamic complexity. It aims to explore how

these factors interact with one another within their own

complexity type and between the two complexity types.

Relying on extant theoretical background on Contingency

Theory and conceptual reasoning, these interactions are crit-

ically analysed to form a set of generalized mechanisms

underpinning the interplay between structural and dynamic

complexity in supply chains.

The complexity types of structural and dynamic complexity

have been studied in previous research for decades (Casti

1979; Park and Okudan Kremer 2015; Serdarasan 2013; Bozarth

et al. 2009; Wu, Frizelle, and Efstathiou 2007; Sivadasan et al.

2002; Dittfeld, Scholten, and Van Donk 2018). Structural com-

plexity (also known as detail complexity; Bozarth et al. 2009;

Aitken, Bozarth and Garn 2016) stems from the number, var-

iety and interconnections between system components; thus,

in a supply chain context, it is driven by the diversity of ele-

ments involved (products, processes, customers, suppliers,

etc.) and by the dependencies and relationships between

them. Dynamic complexity stems from the ‘system’s dynamical

motion’ (Casti 1979) and involves time and uncertainty

(Serdarasan 2013; Bozarth et al. 2009). Hence, in an SC context,

dynamic complexity is driven by the dynamics of SC opera-

tions (Sivadasan et al. 2002) and by the pace of change of SC

elements or of the relationships between these (Collinson and

Jay 2012; Maylor, Vidgen, and Carver 2008).
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The mutual effect that each structural and dynamic com-

plexity factor may have on the other, referred to as

‘interplay’ in this paper, has received very little attention

from empirical SC studies. For example, in the business com-

plexity literature, Mocker, Weill, and Woerner (2014) argue

that companies may exploit practices, such as defining

digital process platforms, to address and lessen the interac-

tions between customer and internal complexity factors.

However, in the SC literature, there is very little empirical evi-

dence of the interactions between these factors or, more

importantly, between structural and dynamic complexity.

Therefore, there is a lack of understanding regarding the

nature of this interplay and what its contribution to the over-

arching relationship between complexity and SC perform-

ance may be. This is the gap that this paper aims to fill.

The paper contributes to theory building on supply chain

complexity, by using inductive case studies research to

explore the mechanisms that underpin the interplay between

structural and dynamic complexity factors. Coherently, the

following research question is set forth:

RQ: What are the mechanisms underpinning the interplay

between structural and dynamic complexity in a supply chain?

It is worth mentioning that the concept of interplay

mechanism investigated in this paper is somewhat similar to

the ‘interactions’ presented by Dittfeld, Scholten, and Van

Donk (2018). In their paper, they define horizontal, vertical

and diagonal interactions between complexity types, among

different levels and across types and levels. However, in this

paper, we search for interplay mechanisms between individ-

ual complexity factors both within and between complexity

types. Therefore, we aim at investigating the phenomenon in

greater detail in comparison to prior similar studies.

The interplay mechanisms underpinning the interactions

between structural and dynamic complexity factors are

described in the within-case analyses. It is found that the

mechanisms are all driven by structural complexity and share,

as a common outcome, the exacerbation of the negative

impact of dynamic complexity on SC operations performance.

These interplay mechanisms are labelled as: Silo-thinking,

Localism, Limited adaptability and Increased uncertainty.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the literature review for the study and delineates

the research gaps in more detail. Section 3 presents the

methodology of inductive case studies to address the

research question. The empirical findings of four within-case

and cross-case studies on the internal supply chain of manu-

facturing organizations are provided in Section 4. In Section

5, the discussion is presented, which leads to the introduc-

tion of testable propositions. Section 6 concludes the manu-

script by underlining contributions to theory and practice, as

well as limitations and opportunities for future research.

2. Literature review

In the SC literature, papers on complexity issues that examine

the influence of the firm’s environment or context may be div-

ided into two groups, depending on their approach to the

subject. The first group relates to the Business Complexity lit-

erature and the second group relates to the Contingency fac-

tors literature. Each of these groups is explained in turn next.

The first group of studies is fully aligned with the Business

Complexity literature (e.g. Ruiz-Hern�andez, Menezes, and

Amrani 2019); hence, arguing that factors that are characteris-

tic of the firm’s operating context, yet external to the firm,

have a significant effect on the complexity borne by its SC

(Ketokivi 2009). For instance, support for this argument can

be found in the SC complexity models of Perona and

Miragliotta (2004) and Manuj and Sahin (2011). More pre-

cisely, Perona and Miragliotta (2004) propose that strategic

objectives and context variables, together with the available

resources, determine the SC’s ‘basic’ complexity. In a similar

manner, Manuj and Sahin’s (2011) grounded theory study

identifies several types of complexity antecedents and, within

these, underlines some contextual factors such as industry

structure, regulation and environmental conditions. Therefore,

these works suggest that SC complexity is, at least partially,

driven by contextual factors.

The second group of works is that which describes com-

plexity itself as a contingent factor and explores its influ-

ence on a broad range of SC management issues (Eckstein

et al. 2015; Wong, Lai, and Bernroider 2015; Blome,

Schoenherr, and Eckstein 2014; Azadegan et al. 2013;

Gr€otsch, Blome, and Schleper 2013; Stock, Greis, and

Kasarda 2000). In particular, Azadegan et al. (2013) investi-

gate the influence of environmental complexity (defined as

the complexity of the firm’s competitive environment in

terms of the number of competitors) on the relationship

between lean purchasing and lean operations practices and

find that the performance benefits of these practices

increase in more complex environments. Similarly, Wong,

Lai, and Bernroide (2015) examine the contingent effect of

supply- and customer-base complexities on the effect that

information integration has on business performance, and

their results suggest that the performance improvements

achieved through information integration benefit from

lower supplier and higher customer complexities. Stock,

Greis, and Kasarda (2000) investigated the contingency

effect of logistical complexity (i.e. network dispersion) on

the relationship between enterprise logistics practices and

organizational performance.

Both groups of literature presented earlier can be com-

bined into the contingency theory approach. Contingency

theory (Luthans and Stewart 1977; Lawrence and Lorsch

1967) indicates that there is not a ‘one size fits all’

approach for managing organizations; in other words, the

outcomes of managerial decisions depend on the environ-

mental and internal contingencies related to organizations

(Shepard and Hougland 1978). Furthermore, Sousa and Voss

(2008) proposed that contingency theory can be used as a

useful lens to understand how real-world practices,

responses and performance are studied in the Operations

and SC management field. In this vein, contingency varia-

bles are outside the organization or manager’s control,

response variables are those that the organization uses to

adapt to the contingency variables, and performance
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variables measure how well response aligns to contingency.

As a result, the idea of best-fit or alignment between strat-

egy and internal practices/processes should lead to higher

performance.

As evidenced from both groups of literature, we propose

that contingency theory can be used to increase the under-

standing on how the contextual environment, in which the

SC organizations are embedded, can influence their different

performance outcomes (e.g. Flynn, Huo, and Zhao 2010; Ateş

and Memiş 2021).

In this way, this paper extends the contingency theory as

originally called by Luthans and Stewart (1977, 194) when

they stated that

As the rate of change and the associated degree of complexity

continues to accelerate, the influence of environmental variables

will be increasingly significant to effective management. [… ]

However, if the contingency approach is to realize its potential as

an effective construct for maintaining and improving managerial

effectiveness in a hyperdynamic environment, its development

must proceed in a systematic, unified and directed manner.

Therefore, in this paper, we consider SC complexity as a

contingent factor controlled through the design of three

complexity dimensions: product portfolio, the internal SC

and the external SC (see Table 1).

2.1. Types and definitions of SC complexity

Bozarth et al. (2009) defined SC complexity as ‘the level of

detail [also known as structural] complexity and dynamic

complexity exhibited by the products, processes and rela-

tionships that make up a SC’ (p. 80). Detail (i.e. structural)

complexity captures ‘the distinct number of components or

parts that make up a system’, whereas dynamic complexity

refers to ‘the unpredictability of system’s response to a given

set up inputs’ (p. 79); thus, underlining the two elements of

numerousness and uncertainty. A similar definition is pro-

vided by Serdarasan (2013, 533), who states that structural

complexity ‘describes the structure of the SC, the number

and the variety of its components and strengths of interac-

tions between these’, while dynamic complexity ‘represents

the uncertainty in the SC and involves the aspects of time

and randomness’. Structural complexity ‘is related to the con-

nectivity and structure of the subsystems involved in the SC

(e.g. companies, business functions and process)’; whereas

dynamic complexity ‘results from the operational behavio[u]r

of the system and its environment’. More recently, Bai and

Sarkis (2018) added the concept of trade-offs in addition to

the SCM complexity characteristics of numerousness, unpre-

dictability (uncertainty) and variety (Dittfeld, Scholten, and

Van Donk 2018).

Perona and Miragliotta (2004) as well as Aguila and

ElMaraghy (2018) underline the density of interactions

between structural complexity factors in the SC. Serdarasan

(2013) notes that structural and dynamic complexity ‘are

interrelated and should not be considered in isolation’ (p.

534). Along these lines, Bode and Wagner (2015) argue that

structural and dynamic complexity are ‘closely interrelated’.

Nonetheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no prior

SC study has empirically investigated the influence that each

of these complexity types has on another, i.e. their interplay.

While some research streams have significantly contributed

to the theoretical discussion of the dynamic aspects of SCs

as complex systems, such as complex adaptive systems or

CAS (Choi, Dooley, and Rungtusanatham 2001; Ashmos,

Duchon, and McDaniel 2000), empirical SC complexity

research has predominantly focussed on structural elements

of complexity (Gr€oßler, Gr€ubner, and Milling 2006; Inman

and Blumenfeld 2014; Manuj and Sahin 2011; Birkie, Trucco,

and Fernandez Campos 2017; Aguila and ElMaraghy 2018;

Ruiz-Hern�andez, Menezes, and Amrani 2019).

2.2. SC complexity factors

Complexity definitions can be applied to a range of different

SC elements, allowing to examine numerous aspects of com-

plexity. This study draws from the literature (Ateş et al. 2021;

Christopher 2016; Mocker, Weill, and Woerner 2014;

Ashkenas 2007; Caniato and Gr€oßler 2015) to group com-

plexity factors into three categories: product portfolio and

design; internal SC (owned by the organization) design and

external SC (customers, suppliers and outsourced activities of

the SC – e.g. logistics) design (see Table 1).

Prior literature has discussed both the relevance of struc-

tural and dynamic complexity (Ferdows 2018; Aitken, Bozarth

and Garn 2016; Smart, Calinescu, and Huaccho Huatuco

2013; Bozarth et al. 2009; Choi, Dooley, and Rungtusanatham

2001) and the effect that each complexity type has on each

other (Bode and Wagner 2015; Serdarasan 2013; Casti 1979),

i.e. their interplay, resulting into degraded performance.

Understanding the interplay mechanisms between complex-

ity factors can help organizations tackling their efforts in

Table 1. Adopted complexity categories and prior key classifications in the literature.

Complexity categories Product portfolio and design Internal SC design External SC design

Ateş et al. (2021) Internal Internal Upstream and downstream
Christopher (2016) Product range complexity

Product design complexity
Network complexity
Process complexity
Organizational complexity

Customer complexity
Supplier complexity

Caniato and Gr€oßler (2015) Product complexity New product development (NPD)
Product design
Manufacturing

NPD and external operations

Mocker, Weill, and Woerner (2014) Product/service Organizational (includes process)
Collinson and Jay (2012) Product Organizational design

Process
Ashkenas (2007) Product/service Organizational structure

Processes

PRODUCTION PLANNING & CONTROL 3



managing complexity (reduction vs accommodation) and

using it more strategically.

In summary, drawing from the review of the prior two

groups of SC studies, i.e. the business complexity and the

contingency literature, and discussing them with the lenses

of contingency theory, two main streams of contributions,

with associated limitations, emerge: the first, in line with the

business complexity literature, suggests that complexity is

influenced and can be driven by contextual factors (Manuj

and Sahin 2011; Perona and Miragliotta 2004). However, lim-

ited knowledge is offered on the specific contextual factors

and the aspects of complexity that might be influenced by

them. The second suggests that the adoption and use of

managerial practices and responses to complexity might be

contingent on contextual factors (i.e. that different firms

might choose different responses to a certain type of com-

plexity driven by the characteristics of its external environ-

ment) (Vachon and Klassen 2002). However, limited

knowledge is offered on matching complexity accommoda-

tion and reduction practices with the prevailing complexity

factors and their interplay (e.g. Fern�andez Campos, Trucco,

and Huaccho Huatuco 2019).

3. Methodology

3.1. Research approach

A case study ‘investigates a contemporary phenomenon within

its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident’ (Yin 2003,

13). In this paper, an inductive case study methodology

(Barratt, Choi, and Li 2011) is leveraged to address the

research question to investigate the interplay mechanisms

between structural and dynamic complexity. Here, the

emphasis is not only on underlining what the given mecha-

nisms that take part in the interplay are, but rather in

describing and explaining how these take place. Therefore,

this paper uses a qualitative methodology that can address

both ‘what’ and ‘how’ questions and that is adequate to

examine mechanisms as the rules or processes that underlie

and shape a relationship (Pratt 2009; Eisenhardt 1989). Case

studies are adequate for exploratory research, in which the

phenomena are not well understood yet, and lends itself to

addressing gaps in extant theory (Benbasat, Goldstein, and

Mead 1987).

The unit of analysis of the case studies is the company’s

internal SC, defined as the sub-set within the organization

that directly takes part in SC activities – i.e. planning, sourc-

ing, making and delivering (Hoole 2005; Gunasekaran, Patel,

and McGaughey 2004) - which are owned by the organiza-

tion. By encompassing all the main SC activities, this unit of

analysis provides with a more comprehensive view on SC

complexity than earlier works that have focussed solely on,

for instance, manufacturing or logistics (e.g. Bozarth et al.

2009; Busogi et al. 2017; Stock, Greis, and Kasarda 2000).

External SC refers to those SC activities that are not owned

by the organization, e.g. suppliers, customers and outsourced

parts of the SC, e.g. warehouse and transport.

3.2. Sampling strategy

Different suggestions can be found in the literature on the

adequate sample size for inductive case studies. On one

hand, a deep investigation of each case is necessary to gain a

nuanced understanding of the various relationships between

the constructs. On the other hand, it is central to rely on mul-

tiple cases to achieve an adequate coverage of the factors

involved and to ensure that the unveiled interplay mecha-

nisms are not industry dependent. Eisenhardt (1989) recom-

mended to strive for saturation when carrying out case-based

research, with the suggestion that between four and ten case

studies could suffice. In this paper, we use four in-depth case

studies because they have shown saturation in the data ana-

lysis on the types of interplay between SC complexity factors,

i.e. in populating the House of SC Complexity (Figure 1).

A set of potential companies were targeted, the selection

criteria were as follows: manufacturing sector, large and

being complexity conscious. A first examination of each

potential case was made relying on available secondary

documentation. This preliminary assessment served to ensure

an adequate distribution of the sample along multiple rele-

vant parameters (e.g. position within the SC, industry, areas

of complexity factors) and was subsequently supported by

preliminary interviews with the organization before com-

mencing the data collection process for each case. After this,

among some possible alternatives, the level of accessibility

of the candidate companies was used as an element of pref-

erence. The key characteristics of the case companies in the

final sample are presented in Table 2.

3.3. Data collection

Structured data collection and analysis processes were

adopted to enhance the reliability of the study (Yin 2003).

Data were collected from multiple sources, including semi-

structured interviews, company documents and archival sour-

ces, informant’s notes during and prior to the interviews,

and secondary data collected for the preliminary assessment

of the case. Data were triangulated to strengthen its reliabil-

ity and the study’s internal validity (Voss, Tsikriktsis, and

Frohlich 2002; Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead 1987).

Nonetheless, semi-structured interviews to key informants

constituted the primary source of data in the study. A total

of nineteen interviews were carried out. The duration of

these was not less than 60min and approximately 75min on

average. Follow-up interviews were conducted where appro-

priate, e.g. to gather further information on an emergent

issue related to the role of an already interviewed respond-

ent. Multiple respondents in different areas and levels of

responsibility within the internal SC were selected (e.g. pur-

chasing director, SC chief of staff, plant manager). See Online

Appendix 1 for the interview protocol used.

3.4. Data analysis

The content analysis process was designed based on the rec-

ommendations and methods in Salda~na (2015). Multiple

4 P. FERNANDEZ CAMPOS ET AL.



content analysis methods were used to capture the complex

characteristics of the phenomena in the data and enhance

the depth of the findings (Coffey and Atkinson 1996). Using

the qualitative data obtained during the semi-structured

interviews, a first step employed holistic coding (Dey 1993)

to develop a sense of the overall contents of the data. This

step informed the data collection process on emerging rele-

vant issues or areas lacking information in the case. Detailed

descriptive coding was then used to develop and refine

codes that summarized and categorized the data’s content

(Miles and Huberman 1994). Finally, structural coding

(MacQueen and Guest 2008) was used to link the developing

themes, codes and insights in the data to the research ques-

tions (see Table 3).

The analysis was carried out following a within-case and

cross-case sequence, and tables and visual displays were

employed to summarize and illustrate the empirical evidence

(Miles and Huberman 1994; Voss, Tsikriktsis, and Frohlich

Figure 1. Case A’s interplay between complexity factors and management practices in the House of SC Complexity. X!Y: X aggravates Y (oriented according to
prevailing direction of influence). Coded practices reported in Table 4.

Table 2. Case companies’ characteristics.

Characteristic Case A Case B Case C Case D

Industry Food & beverage Electronics Automotive Defence
Company size (number of employees) 4000 50,000 1500 45,000
SC scope Multinational Multinational Multinational Multinational
Strategic orientation Effectiveness Efficiency Efficiency Effectiveness
Operations model Make to stock (MTS) Make to stock (MTS) Make to stock (MTS) Engineered to order (ETO)/make to order (MTO)
SC position Focal company Focal company First tier supplier Various (on a project basis)

PRODUCTION PLANNING & CONTROL 5



Table 3. Examples of data coding.

Case (and respondent) Exemplary quote Holistic code Descriptive or in vivo code Structural code

Case A (planning manager) ‘Then, in the SC in particular, the fact that all functions must work in series on after
the other certainly does not help in reducing the complexity. So, the fact that
we lack in knowledge on each other’s piece makes the functions sometimes
make decisions that influence, that increase the complexity, for the following or
preceding function. I mean, for example, that the same demand manager that
yesterday said would need 5000, call you the day after to say ‘no, we will sell
8000, no, 4000’. There is a continuous change, and so you have back to the
same things again and again.’

Portfolio breadth Process in series
Silo knowledge
Cross-functional
Continuous change

Interplay

Case B (SC program manager) ‘Internal processes are very fragmented with different systems talking together in
different ways. We have also information coming from the systems of our
partners. So, you can imagine because the system is not fully integrated, every
time we want to make an evolution in the SC we need to be able to work with
different systems and to try to take a ‘helicopter’s view’, in order to see: if we
want to change something in one part of the process, what does it mean for the
other elements.’

Fragmented processes Process fragmentation
Variety of partners and

systems
Reduced integration
‘Evolution’

Holistic view

Interplay

Case C (purchasing director) ‘A lot is based on the characteristics and experience of the specific plant. For
example, the influence of the cost of labour. There are certain countries such as
Country X and Y that are still low-cost if compared to W and Z. This has an
impact on our SC, as in W there is a tendency, a rather strong one, towards
automation. We are continuously looking to automate to reduce the impact that
the labour cost has and, at the same time, to increase plant productive
efficiency. And to reduce human mistakes.’

Continuous improvement Cost of labour
Plant specificities
Automation: Increase

efficiency
Consistency

Contextual factors

Case D (head of SC) ‘In terms of the size and breadth of the product portfolio, when you have
something that includes a large variety then, obviously, the impact on cost and
speed and quality are probably negative. If you have a broad range of things
you are never going to be truly efficient; you are only going to be efficient on
things that are at volume.’

Portfolio breadth Product variety
Portfolio breadth
SC performance
Efficiency via aggregation

Impacts on performance
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2002). A customized diagram was employed to graphically

represent different aspects of the interplay between struc-

tural and dynamic complexity factors. Due to its graphic

resemblance to the House of Quality diagram, employed to

translate customers’ desires into product functional require-

ments (Hauser and Clausing 1988), this diagram is referred to

as House of SC Complexity (HoSCC) diagram in this paper,

which is described next.

In Figure 1, structural and dynamic complexity factors are

placed to the left and top of the central body, respectively.

These are the factors that have emerged from the analysis in

the specific case study and which will be presented in the

Findings section. Likewise, the relationships within structural

and dynamic complexity groups of factors are mapped in

the left and top triangles, respectively; and those between

these two complexity types are represented inside the dia-

gram’s main central body. Arrows point towards the factor

that is increased or aggravated by another factor. In other

words, if an arrow points from factor X to factor Y, this repre-

sents that factor X either increases or aggravates Y, thus in

either case increasing the adverse effects of factor Y on SC

cost performance. It is important to note that these relations

are not argued to be causal, as the inductive research

approach allows for the building of theory, but not to claim

causality. In this vein, the arrows in the diagram simply rep-

resent the influences that emerged from analysing the col-

lected empirical data, and their direction indicates the

prevailing direction of influence reported in it. In addition,

the figure shows how management practices are used to

lessen the negative outcomes of complexity. To this end, the

cells in Figure 1 that correspond to an individual factor or to

an interaction whose effect on performance is found to be

lessened by management practices have been numbered

(see Table 4).

The specific management practices associated to the cells are

subsequently reported in Table 4, which indicates whether they

are predominantly employed to accommodate (A) or reduce (R)

complexity. For a more detailed discussion of the logic underlin-

ing the selection of SC complexity management practices

against different combinations of prevailing complexity factors,

the reader is referred to Fern�andez Campos, Trucco, and

Huaccho Huatuco (2019).

4. Findings

The results are presented first in terms of the individual

within-case findings followed by the cross-case findings.

4.1. Within-case findings

Key findings from the analysis of interplay mechanisms of

complexity factors within each of the four individual case

studies (Cases A, B, C and D) are presented next. Each case

description is provided in Online Appendix 2.

4.1.1. Case A

Two main areas of interplay between structural and dynamic

complexity factors emerge from the analysis: the first regards

the structural complexity of the internal SC design and how

it hinders the management of a series of dynamic complexity

factors. The second revolves around the variety of product

references in the company’s product portfolio and how this

large variety can aggravate the negative influence of internal

operational dynamics on SC performance

The first, structural internal SC complexity is linked to

three interrelated areas that together compromise the

internal SC’s ability to manage dynamic complexity. These

areas are primarily: silo-thinking (i.e. lack of a holistic under-

standing of the internal SC), insufficient coordination between

functions and poor information sharing.

4.1.1.1. Silo-thinking. The lack of holistic understanding of

the internal SC leads to managers making decisions without

accounting for the implications these may have for other SC

areas (i.e. silo-thinking), making dynamic complexity more dif-

ficult to manage and increasing its toll on SC performance.

This effect is especially relevant for the SC in the interactions

between planning, manufacturing and sales. For instance, a

plant manager notes how this contributes to aggravate the

operational dynamics from front-end functions:

There is a continuous change. [Sales] tend to say that they are

sharing the information with us, but from our side it means that

each time we must go back to our monthly plans. So, we are

forced to readapting them continuously, which increases the

[dynamic] complexity. But this happens precisely because the

knowledge of the next piece [of the SC] is missing. [Case A,

Plant Manager]

4.1.1.2. Insufficient coordination. Another dynamic com-

plexity factor, where its management is compromised by the

structural complexity of the SC design in a similar manner, is

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A). The large number of func-

tions that are involved in the integration activities and the

insufficient coordination between them increase the cost and

length that these activities impose on the SC. For instance,

an SC master data manager recalled a past example in which

the firm was not able to reallocate the acquired company’s

Table 4. Key of complexity management practices reported in Figure 1 (A:
complexity accommodation; R: complexity reduction).

Cell.
no. Complexity management practices

1 Project management (A)
2 Project management (A); specific training (A)
3 Project management (A); acquisition integration practices (A)
4 Stocks (R)
5 Customized distribution channels (R); planning as unique interface (R); stocks (R)
6 Product rationalization (R); IT systems and ERP (A)
7 Product segmentation and specialized teams (A); IT systems and ERP (A)
8 IT systems and ERP (A)
9 Project management (A)
10 Customized distribution channels (R)
11 Purchasing centralization (R)
12 Localization of activities (R)
13 Category management (R)
14 Anti-mixing and traceability systems (A)
15 Project management (A)
16 Project management (A)
17 Localization of activities (R)
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stock within Case A’s network because finance (one of the

four different teams involved in the task) failed to input

the inter-company costs of products in the ERP. Overall, the

examples illustrate that the successful management of this

strategic dynamic complexity factor requires all involved

functions to be fully aware of their dependencies with other

functions. Moreover, the structural complexity of the SC’s

organizational design entails that information is dispersed

across functions. Managers lack a holistic view of the internal

SC, and of understanding of the dependencies within SC

areas, can prevent relevant information from being timely

shared. Thus, this leads to a lack of coordination that also

hinders the management of operational dynamic complexity.

For instance, the plant manager explains that sometimes

sales and procurement may have information about upcom-

ing anomalies in the supply and demand sides that, although

not critical by themselves, may together require immediate

action from the planning team.

4.1.1.3. Poor information sharing. The complexity of the SC

design can make managers fail to recognize the full range of

potential outcomes of those events for the entire SC, hence

resulting in managers’ poor information sharing. As a man-

ager summarizes:

The problem of information that is not circulated is not one of a

lack of intention but a lack of culture that one’s data can

influence others. [… ] It’s the business culture of understanding

processes. [Case A, Supply Chain master data manager]

4.1.1.4. IT systems as double-edge sword. In addition, SC

managers argue that IT systems that may effectively commu-

nicate and coordinate functions during regular SC operations

often fail to help when facing these more unexpected

events. Several reasons appear to underpin this. The bespoke

interfaces each area uses are tailored (and narrowed down)

to avoid wasting managers’ focus and time. Also, the access

each employee has to different areas in the software is lim-

ited for security reasons. Lastly, because of the vast volume

of data these systems can hold, the parameters managers

view in the system are not updated in real time to avoid

overwhelming managers: ‘a human mind cannot, despite the

systems’ help, go over all the parameters at once’ [Case A,

Supply Chain master data manager]. For these reasons, such

detailed information is often hard to gather or even unavail-

able for managers in other areas. Hence, these IT systems

play an important role in accommodating the uncertainty

that stems from complexity but can also accentuate the sep-

aration between functions and their tendency to think

in silos:

[One must] understand that the ERP is not a closed box: each

area can’t go on thinking and working in silos, you must know

what happens before and after, because pieces of processes that

may work like that [(in silos)], may not do so in a general

context. [Case A, Supply Chain master data manager]

4.1.1.5. Increased uncertainty. The second, and somewhat

less critical, area of interplay between structural and dynamic

complexity factors regards the large variety of product

references that conforms the portfolio requires SC managers

to split their time (and focus) among the various SKUs,

increasing managers’ probability of making mistakes and

decreasing that of detecting them. Therefore, reducing the

SKU count can not only improve SC performance because it

concentrates volumes and enhances efficiency (i.e. reduced

structural complexity) but it can also help reduce the costs

associated to the operational dynamism yielded by manag-

ers’ errors or inaccuracies (i.e. operational dynamic complex-

ity). In this manner, the structural complexity of the product

portfolio is associated to an increase of uncertainty for SC

operations. As summarized by a manager:

Of course, reducing [the number of] products is positive. Also, at

a planning level, the planner works on a single reference, instead

of two, so you have 50% the chances that an error will be drawn

into the data. The more you grow [the number of products], the

easier it is that a mistake will be overlooked, even though you

have the system to help you match and calculate data. The larger

the number of references you have to watch, the more the

probability of making a mistake grows. [Case A, Supply Chain

master data manager]

For the House of SC Complexity for this case, please refer

to Figure 1.

4.1.1.6. Case A’s key findings. The structural complexity of

the internal SC results in silo-thinking, insufficient coordination

among functions and poor information sharing, which com-

promise decision-making and the management of dynamic

complexity factors, such as operational dynamics of M&A. In

this respect, the variety of teams and functions involved in

SC activities binds the effectiveness of project management

practices to manage new product introductions (NPIs) and

leads to negative impact on SC performance. Similarly, the

SC struggles to integrate acquisitions, underpinned by the

lack of formalized process and the interactions between

functions. IT systems that are effective in coordinating teams

during regular operations can also accentuate the separation

between functions and thus contribute to the prior effects

(i.e. silo-thinking). The diversity of product references (i.e. var-

iants) requires managers to split their focus and leads to

increased errors and inaccuracies, increasing the uncertainty

of SC operations.

4.1.2. Case B

The interplay between structural and dynamic complexity

factors spans three different areas: increased uncertainty, silo-

thinking and divergence of response.

4.1.2.1. Increased uncertainty. The first regards the struc-

tural complexity of the internal SC’s network of facilities

which increases the uncertainty of customer-related oper-

ational dynamics. More precisely, the variety of facilities and

dependencies within them increase demand volatility in each

facility, the number of inventory locations to plan and the

number of dependencies to account for when planning;

thus, fostering the exacerbation of the bull-whip effect. In

line with this, rationalizing the SC network was considered as

a necessary preceding step to the implementation of
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premium and standard delivery models, to partially reduce

the accentuated dynamic complexity of SC operations. In

addition, the Project Management Office has been presented

as a key resource in the management of the dynamic com-

plexity that stems from strategic changes to the internal SC

design. Indeed, Project Management Office managers design,

structure and implement these changes to reduce their

impact on SC performance. However, a number of internal

SC structural complexity factors hinder the performance of

the Project Management Office, increasing the negative

impact of these changes on SC performance and compromis-

ing the ‘evolution’ of the SC. As exemplified by a Project

Management Office manager:

In the front-end system, we have two systems: one for the

direct business and one for the channel partners. Then we have

our own logistic system and we also have interfaces with the

logistics partner system. In fact, the logistics partner system has

two systems. So, you can imagine because the system is not

fully integrated, every time we want to make an evolution in

the SC we need to be able to work with different systems and

to try take a helicopter view, in order to see if we want to

change something in one part of the process what does it mean

for the other elements. [Case B, Supply Chain program and

project manager]

4.1.2.2. Silo-thinking. The second focuses on silo-thinking,

which is fostered by some structural complexity factors, and

compromises the management of dynamic complexity (e.g.

product design trends, and life cycle events, SC flow reconfi-

gurations). In this vein, a series of internal SC structural com-

plexity factors (e.g. variety of partners, differences between

territories, fragmented processes) are detrimental to the per-

formance of the Project Management Office and thus hinder

the management of dynamic complexity factors.

Thus, structural complexity accentuates the tendency of

different functions to think in silos, contributing to the dif-

ficulty of developing a holistic view of the SC that is

experienced by Project Management Office managers.

Furthermore, silo-thinking is argued to hinder the manage-

ment of several dynamic complexity factors. As summar-

ized by a manager:

Most of the things that we do to improve processes or to

transform, you can’t do those kinds of things in a silo by yourself,

you need more and more involvement from business units

outside the SC and really more integrated SC collaboration. [Case

B, Planning and planning platform manager]

In fact, several of the complexity management practices

which aim to establish links between functions and over-

come silo-thinking are reported to enhance the management

of dynamic complexity factors. For instance, the use of global

forums, cross-functional KPIs and joint product reparability

strategies aid in the management of product life cycle

events, operational customer dynamics and cost-incurring

product design trends. Moreover, silo-thinking appears to be

fostered by the workforce job rotation and turnover rates in

the job market, collective vs. individual incentives for manag-

ers and demanding cost-reduction performance goals. The

implementation phase of projects in the SC is hindered by

complexity in a somewhat different manner.

4.1.2.3. Divergence of responses – localism. Lastly, struc-

tural complexity gives place to more specific dynamics that

force Case B’s managerial responses to dynamic complexity

factors to diverge across the internal SC.

In particular, the variety of partners and of interfacing sys-

tems, the large number of functions involved in SC activities,

fragmented processes and differences between countries

impact both the design of solutions and their implementa-

tion, making Project Management Office tasks less effective

and longer. A critical point regarding the design phase, and

one that is also illustrated in the previous excerpt, is that

these structural complexity factors prevent Project

Management Office managers from developing the holistic

view or comprehensive understanding of the internal SC (i.e.

the complex system). However, this is necessary to let man-

agers foreseeing the implications of specific solutions to indi-

vidual teams, i.e. divergence of responses:

It is really the point I am struggling with, with this project of

transformation. I have a lot a lot of meetings with many people

in different functions, and from the starting point I need to

recreate this end-to-end knowledge before being able to say ‘ok,

now I have a good understanding of the current processes and

also of the interfaces, the interconnections between the different

elements’, now I can switch to a design phase where I will try to

propose some things and I will be able to propose a solution.

[Case B, Supply Chain program and project manager]

In this respect, structural complexity factors (e.g. differ-

ences between countries) give place to dynamics that are

specific to reduced ‘local contexts’ within the SC, forcing the

Project Management Office’s unique design solutions to

diverge in their implementation. Hence, this phenomenon

does not only increase the costs of managing these

changes to the network, but also further accentuates extant

differences between territories (i.e. further increasing struc-

tural complexity). For instance, during the implementation

of a new design of SC flows that intended to serve several

countries from the central Distribution Centre (DC), some of

the extant specificities of countries made the implementa-

tion of the homogeneous solution unfeasible and forced

managers implement specific delivery solutions in these

areas, therefore adding new particularities to these chal-

lenging territories.

For the House of SC complexity for this case, please refer

to Figure 4 in Online Appendix 2.

4.1.2.4. Case B’s key findings. The number of network facili-

ties and layers increases uncertainty and impact of front-end

operational dynamics. Complexity fosters silo-thinking, which

is detrimental to the management of product lifecycle (LC)

events and operational dynamism (e.g. hinders project man-

agement practices). The differences between countries

results in ‘local context’ specific dynamics that force the

responses to dynamic complexity factors to diverge.

4.1.3. Case C

Structural complexity factors aggravate dynamic complexity

factors’ impact on SC performance along the following areas.

First, a local plant specificities force responses to dynamic
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complexity to diverge and reduce the effectiveness of the

employed managerial practices. Second, the large number of

plant peculiarities and the size of the product portfolio

increase the uncertainty of SC operations. Third, product port-

folio structural complexity limits the adaptability of the

internal SC to dynamic phenomenon. Finally, structural com-

plexity increases the need for coordination efforts in the SC to

manage the introduction of new products and continuous

improvement.

The differences between SC facilities in different countries

compromise Case C’s ability to manage dynamic complexity

factors in the product portfolio (e.g. stylish wheel line intro-

duction) and internal SC design (e.g. continuous improve-

ment). In this vein, the particularities of plants hinder the

knowledge-sharing benefits of benchmarking practices to

manage dynamic complexity as, first, they demand the use

of plant-specific KPIs to monitor and report performance,

which, together with the disparate organizational designs

and distinctive plant characteristics, can yield ‘misleading

analyses’ [Case C, Purchasing manager].

4.1.3.1. Diverge of responses – localism. In addition, these

plant specificities reduce the number of facilities that may

benefit from the devised responses to dynamic complexity.

Hence, developed solutions often have to be adapted to the

peculiarities of plants, increasing dynamic complexity’s overall

impact on SC operations cost, speed and quality. For instance,

in using benchmarking to share with other plants the

improvements made to packaging handling processes in a

facility, a manager explains that although ‘other plants have

also started to introduce the same measures, these will not be

spread in the same way in each plant’ [Case C, Logistics man-

ager]. Therefore, plant specificities make the originally imple-

mented measures diverge, further accentuating the differences

between them and increase the resources necessary to imple-

ment improvements throughout the network.

4.1.3.2. Increased uncertainty. In addition, the large number

of unique features of SC facilities contributes to the uncer-

tainty of operations, as central managers that are involved in

the management of projects and changes to the production

lines struggle to foresee the implications of implementing a

specific solution in a given facility. For instance, the firm had

to carry out bespoke extensive testing in each of its facilities

to assess the feasibility of introducing the stylish wheels line

of the portfolio. In a similar manner, but in relation to the

firm’s portfolio, the number of products and product variants

dilutes stocks and leads to increased raw material variability,

thus aggravating the impact of dynamic complexity on SC

performance.

4.1.3.3. Limited adaptability. An alternative effect that

arises from the diversity of wheel models is that the need to

ensure the compatibility of manufacturing processes and

equipment with all pre-existent models limits the SC’s ability

to adapt to dynamic factors. As anticipated, a similar effect

involving customer requirements and the ability to reconfig-

ure the SC is observed, as the rigid and diverse security-

driven requirements render the reallocation of SC activities

unfeasible. As illustrated by a manager,

Each time we are obliged to take into account the full range of

products we produce before we implement something new,

because we need to study any risks to degrade performance or

that one [model] becomes unfeasible to make. Each time we

study the full range of what we have or will have in the future,

and each modification normally covers the full range of products.

[Case C, Plant general manager deputy]

4.1.3.4. Increased coordination efforts. Lastly, the structural

complexity of the organization and SC network is also a bar-

rier in the management of NPIs and continuous improve-

ment. In this respect, the management of these dynamic

complexity factors demands effective interactions and commu-

nications between SC facilities (e.g. HQ and manufacturing

facilities) and between teams in different functions (e.g. pur-

chasing and quality) as they involve a multitude of areas in

the SC and the organization. Also the structural complexity

of the internal SC design and of the organization clearly

increases this need. Indeed, some of the aforementioned

practices are posed to help managers to this regard (e.g. the

communication-oriented customer offer development soft-

ware tool). However, most of the reviewed systems that

facilitate these interactions are only implemented at local

plant level and hence fall short in connecting different facili-

ties (e.g. ERP systems).

For the House of SC complexity for this case, please refer

to Figure 5 in Online Appendix 2.

4.1.3.5. Case C’s key findings. The differences between SC

facilities in different countries make the originally adopted

responses to manage dynamic complexity diverge, increasing

the number of resources to implement improvements in the

SC. The large number of unique features of SC facilities

increases uncertainty of operations, limiting the SC’s ability to

foresee the implications of implementing a specific solution

in each facility and aggravating the impact of dynamic com-

plexity on SC performance. The need to ensure the compati-

bility of manufacturing processes and equipment with the

variety of products limits SC’s ability to adapt to dynamic fac-

tors. The structural complexity of the organization and SC

network increases the need for coordination efforts between

teams and facilities and is a barrier to the management of

NPIs and continuous improvement.

4.1.4. Case D

The interaction between structural and dynamic complexity

factors and management practices spans four areas. First,

structural product design and portfolio complexity is found

to aggravate operational dynamic complexity due to the

increased uncertainty the former bring to SC operations.

Second, efficiency-pursuing measures (e.g. reusable packag-

ing) can accentuate dependencies between elements in the

SC, complicating the management of dynamic complexity.

Third, the variety in the product portfolio and customer base

lead to ‘spread dynamics’ that demand of a diversified range

of solutions and reduce the SC’s ability to manage product
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and customer dynamics. Lastly, IT systems are presented as a

‘double-edge sword’ that can aid the internal SC accommo-

date complexity but can also hinder comprehensive deci-

sion-making.

4.1.4.1. Increased uncertainty. A first area of interplay

regards the effect that product design and portfolio struc-

tural complexity can have in increasing uncertainty and

aggravating the dynamics of operations in the internal SC.

Specifically, product portfolio size and breadth aggravates

the impact of the dynamic complexity of operations on SC

performance, as

When you got a large [portfolio] breadth and size you have high

variability of process and uncertainty; and special types of test

equipment. And more variability will bring more room for error

and for cost. [Case D, Head of Supply Chain and manufacturing]

In a similar vein and related to the tight regulation in

Case D’s industry, the large variety of different exporting

licences required by legal authorities increases the frequency

of errors from commercial functions, which can disrupt the

normal flow of operations.

4.1.4.2. Accentuation of dependencies. Additionally, a series

of measures taken in the pursue of efficiency (i.e. cost-related)

performance objectives create additional dependencies and

constraints for managers and aggravate the negative influ-

ence of product portfolio and external SC dynamic complex-

ity on the SC. An example of this is the use of reusable

packaging, which allows Case D to maximize the utilization of

packaging resources. However, it also adds dependencies on

customers, who must ship back the empty containers so that

Case D does not eventually run out of these. Because cus-

tomers are often not ready to use the equipment when they

first receive it, they will tend to keep the equipment inside

the reusable packaging for long periods of time, therefore

hindering the SC’s ability to adapt to the dynamics of the

internal SC operations. Likewise, efficiency-driving measures

such as the employment of a lean workforce, sharing test

equipment across projects and products and minimizing the

use of prototyping during the development of new products

compromise the management of dynamic complexity factors

such as NPIs and unexpected customer demand. This inter-

action is illustrated by the head of manufacturing and SC as,

The complexity is in dealing with the dynamic movement of

manufacturing, and the different priorities and calls on resources

to ensure that it continues to flow without one [product line]

impacting the other. [Case D, Head of Supply Chain and

manufacturing]

4.1.4.3. Divergence of responses – localism. A third aspect

of the interaction between structural and dynamic complex-

ity factors is that the variety in the product portfolio and the

customer base make the internal SC cope with a wider range

of solutions. This is described by the head of manufacturing

and SC as ‘the dynamics [being] spread’ and implies that

managers are forced to employ a diversified range of solu-

tions to manage the dynamics of products and customers

due the relevance of their individual specificities. Therefore,

on one hand, these ‘spread dynamics’ require of more

resources and data, and they further complicate the alloca-

tion of resources. On the other, because each of these solu-

tions can be applied to a smaller area within the internal SC,

these may become un-profitable, hence limiting the extent

to which the SC can manage product and customer dynam-

ics. As exemplified by the head of SC and manufacturing in

discussing continuous improvement practices,

The complexity [of continuous improvement] is further magnified

by the fact that the unitary production cost would be for a range

of products. The radar hall may do ten different radars. It is done

for every different product. And we may see similar issues, in

which case the solution to them may be a sheer solution; but

they all may be individual issues, in which case you then need to

implement many solutions. [Case D, Head of Supply Chain and

manufacturing]

4.1.4.4. IT systems as a double-edge sword. The reliance

on IT systems appears to play a dual role in Case D, as these

are powerful tools to accommodate complexity but at the

same time may prevent employees from developing a

broader understanding of the internal SC and the organiza-

tion. For instance, according to the head of SC and manufac-

turing, the systems’ design and the tendency to ‘think inside

the box’ leads users to choose between the various available

options in the ERP based on familiarity rather than on the

ultimate outcome of these. This behaviour is further fostered

by the scarce feedback employees receive on these out-

comes and can be somewhat minimized with extensive train-

ing during the roll-out of the systems.

For the House of SC complexity for this case, please refer

to Figure 6 in Online Appendix 2.

4.1.4.5. Case D’s key findings. Product design and portfolio

structural complexity are found to increase the uncertainty

and variability of SC operations. Maximizing resource utiliza-

tion (e.g. lean workforce, reusable packaging, shared testing

equipment) results in the addition of dependencies and reduc-

tion of resource flexibility and aggravates the effect of

dynamic complexity on SC performance. Product portfolio

and customer-base structural complexity result in more spe-

cific ‘spread dynamics’, increasing the resources needed to

cope with product and customer dynamics. IT systems are

presented as ‘a double-edge sword’ that can aid managers

accommodate complexity but also hinder the development

of a holistic understanding of the SC and dependencies

within functions by employees.

Before moving on to the cross-case analysis, Table 5

summarizes the key complexity areas for each within-

case analysis.

4.2. Cross-case findings

The interplay between structural and dynamic complexity

factors observed in all the four case studies are represented

in the House of SC Complexity diagram in Figure 2. The dia-

gram reports different types of interplay having the negative

influence on cost performance as a common effect.

Relationships within structural and dynamic complexity factor
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categories are mapped in the left and top triangles, respect-

ively; and those between these two complexity types are

represented inside the diagram’s main central body. Arrows

point towards the factor that is increased or aggravated by

another factor. In other words, if an arrow points from factor

X to factor Y, this represents that factor X either increases or

aggravates Y, thus in either case increasing the negative

effects of factor Y on SC cost performance. The figure serves

to illustrate how the interplay between factors overall con-

tribute to aggravating the influence of complexity factors on

SC performance in the four case studies.

Because of the heterogeneity in the sample, some differ-

ences are observed regarding the interplay between struc-

tural and dynamic complexity factors in the four companies.

For example, the variety and breadth of customer require-

ments with a notably smaller range of structural complexity

factors in Cases B and A, which are mainly related to the var-

iety of products and that of SC facilities, than in Cases C or

D, where these requirements influence product specificities,

the variety of internal processes and enhance the differences

between different countries and regions in the SC. The ana-

lysis suggests that these differences derive from the different

levels of involvement of customers through the various

stages of the product lifecycle. Case B and Case A sell to

end-consumers (B2C) and other customer types that do not

demand close involvement in the design and manufacturing

phases. In contrast, Cases C and D’s customers are predomin-

antly businesses (B2B), which are more involved in the

design of products, and demand higher levels of visibility

and, in some cases, intervention during manufacturing. The

companies’ operations model can influence the interplay

between complexity factors. The interplay between product,

customer and supplier complexity factors is found to be

more relevant for Case D, which implements an Engineered

to Order (ETO) model, than for the remaining Make to Stock

(MTS) companies. By fixing the decoupling point in a more

upstream position, customer may gain opportunities to be

directly involved in design and production aspects.

Consequently, the close relationship that exists between

these parties during the engineering and production of cus-

tomer solutions in Case D can facilitate the establishment of

interplay between the variety and interactions with suppliers

and the dynamics concerning the product portfolio of

the company.

This paper shows that while structural and dynamic com-

plexity predominantly hinder SC operational performance,

some structural complexity factors may, however, enhance

single performance objectives. For example, embracing the

differences between internal SC facilities in different coun-

tries and regions allows Case C to reduce its lead-time to

customers and Case A’s number of SC facilities and layers

improves certain flexibility aspects. Then, these (and the

remaining) structural complexity factors lead to a greater

negative impact of dynamic complexity on SC cost serves to

underline their criticality.

4.2.1. Interplay mechanisms

An in-depth examination of the relationships between struc-

tural and dynamic complexity factors allows identifying four

interplay mechanisms. These four mechanisms underpin the

aggravating effects of structural factors on dynamic factors

that are represented in the central body of Figure 2, as

described next. The mechanisms are all driven by structural

complexity and share as a common outcome the exacerba-

tion of the negative impact of dynamic complexity on SC

operations performance:

The four mechanisms identified in this paper are: silo-

thinking, increased uncertainty, localism and limited adaptabil-

ity. Each of these are defined next as well as their impact on

performance.

� Silo-thinking: It involves looking at the effects of complexity

on the particular function, e.g. production, without consid-

ering the knock-on effects on other functions in the busi-

ness, e.g. sales, marketing. Performance suffers because of

low-level optimization gains in one function which may

lead to high- (holistic) level losses in the overall business.

� Increased uncertainty: The diversification of the product

portfolio and increase of the number of SC facilities yield

higher demand variations per SKU and location and

accentuates customer-driven operational dynamics. This

lack of predictability and uncertainty aggravates the

impact of dynamic complexity on SC performance.

� Localism: Managing the phenomena locally and on a

case-by-case basis and to rely on different approaches to

the same dynamic factor. The specificity of these dynam-

ics increases the toll that the continuous exercise takes

on SC operations performance.

� Limited adaptability: The variety of products or product

channels can become a barrier for the evolution of the

internal SC, as extant design and processes must remain

compatible and adequate for a variety of pre-existent

products/channels. Hence, ensuring the performance of

the internal SC for a more diversified range of products

and requirements hinders the SC’s ability to adapt and

underpins the negative effects of dynamic complexity fac-

tors on SC performance.

Evidence of these mechanisms from the case studies is

presented next.

4.2.1.1. Silo-thinking. Structural complexity increases the

amount of knowledge and information required in the man-

agement of SC activities and prevents managers from

Table 5. Within-case analysis: complexity areas per case.

Complexity areas

Cases

Case A Case B Case C Case D

Increased uncertainty � � � �

Silo-thinking � �

Divergence of responses - localism � � �
Insufficient coordination among functions �

Poor information sharing �

Limited adaptability �

Increased coordination efforts �
Accentuation of dependencies �

IT systems as a double-edge sword � �

12 P. FERNANDEZ CAMPOS ET AL.



developing an end-to-end view of the internal SC and its

processes. Managers tend to resort to silo-thinking and do not

develop a sufficient understanding of the processes and needs

of other SC areas. This is especially driven by the structural

complexity of the organizational design and network of facili-

ties of the internal SC, as these factors entail knowledge to be

disseminated through the various teams, functions and facili-

ties involved in SC activities. While a narrow focus on their

domain can allow managers to achieve higher performance in

the absence of dynamics, having a comprehensive under-

standing of the SC emerges to be critical in managing most

dynamic complexity factors, especially of those that are not

operational (e.g. reconfiguration of SC activities or organiza-

tional restructuring). Thus, silo-thinking aggravates the impact

of dynamic complexity on SC performance. Cases A’s and B’s

managers give examples of issues encountered in the man-

agement of the introduction of new products, the integration

of acquired companies or the reallocation of SC activities

underline that all involved functions must be knowledgeable

of their dependencies with other functions to minimize the

negative effect of these activities on SC performance. The lack

of such a holistic view prevents managers from identifying

and sharing timely information with other teams; thus, hinder-

ing coordination efforts.

4.2.1.2. Localism. Variety and diversity induce more local and

specific dynamics that differ across territories, customer seg-

ments and product lines giving place to what Case D’s head

of SC referred to as ‘spread dynamics’. This forces the SC to

manage these phenomena locally and on a case-by-case basis

and to rely on different approaches to the same dynamic fac-

tor (hence the term ‘localism’, which is employed here without

any reference to its geographical meaning). Consequently,

structural complexity makes SC dynamic and management

solutions to dynamic complexity diverge and reduces the

extent to which the SC can leverage scale in managing

Figure 2. Interplay between structural and dynamic complexity factors showing a negative effect on cost performance. 1: Case A, 2: Case B, 3: Case C, 4: Case D.
X!Y means X aggravates Y.
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dynamic complexity. For instance, the NPI process followed by

Case C is not compatible with one of the product lines in its

portfolio. Managers cannot accommodate the particularities of

this product line forces the process to diverge into two. Also,

the process the firm has in place to manage continuous

improvements in its production facilities differs between the

various facilities due to the large differences between them. In

the same vein, the implementation of a new unique SC design

solution in Case B (part of an SC reconfiguration activity),

diverged into a range of solutions because of the specificities

of different areas or regions. This phenomenon does not only

increase the number of resources and data needed to manage

dynamic complexity factors throughout the internal SC, but

also tends to further accentuate extant specificities, hence

driving structural complexity and setting a self-reinforcing det-

rimental cycle (i.e. positive feedback).

4.2.1.3. Limited adaptability. The effect of extant structural

complexity to reduce the extent to which the SC can adapt

to dynamics. The variety of products can become a barrier

for the evolution of the internal SC, as extant design and

processes have to remain compatible and adequate for a var-

iety of pre-existent products. One of the first steps that man-

agers in Case C take to verify whether the design of a

potential new product can or not be manufactured in a

given plant is ensuring that the modifications to the produc-

tion line required by the new product do not affect the pro-

duction of all the wheel models that are already

manufactured in the facility. Thus, ‘[… ] each modification

normally covers the full range of products’ (General plant man-

ager deputy in Case C). Similarly, the breadth of Case B’s

portfolio posed relevant constraints on (and in fact pre-

vented) the implementation of SC reconfiguration activities.

Hence, ensuring the internal SC performance for a more

diversified range of products and requirements hinders the

SC’s ability to adapt and underpins the negative effects of

dynamic complexity factors on SC performance.

4.2.1.4. Increased uncertainty. Structural complexity

increases the uncertainty associated with dynamic complex-

ity factors in different ways. For instance, the diversification

of the product portfolio and increase of the number of SC

facilities yield higher demand variations per SKU and location

and accentuates customer-driven operational dynamics. The

high number of product variants and SKUs (e.g. in Cases A

and B) increase management’s probability of making mis-

takes, as, for example, ‘when you got large portfolio breadth

and size you have high variability of process, and uncertainty

and special types of test equipment [… ], which will bring

more room for error and cost’ (Case D’s Head of Supply Chain

and manufacturing). Variety and dependencies in the internal

SC reduce managers’ ability to foresee the outcomes and

implications to their actions. Therefore, structural complexity

accentuates the need to rely on testing and iteration during

the development and introduction of products, the imple-

mentation of new SC designs or when switching between

partners. For example, the difficulty to understand the inter-

actions between product and production line specificities

made Case C’s managers unable to understand and solve

product quality issues during the introduction of a new

product. Although the issue was finally solved by acting sim-

ultaneously on three manufacturing operations, the adopted

solution was solely a result of testing and iteration, not one

whose effects on the product could be foreseen by manag-

ers. This lack of predictability and uncertainty aggravates the

impact of dynamic complexity on SC performance.

The interplay between complexity factors in the four case

studies can be coded according to the mechanism that is

predominant for each given pair. By doing this for each indi-

vidual case study first, and subsequently aggregating the

results across cases, the four interplay mechanisms are

mapped in this figure. It provides with a visual representa-

tion of the areas of influence in which each interplay mech-

anism is prevalent as observed in the four case studies

reported in this paper. The dotted lines in this figure repre-

sent the blurry boundaries of the influence area that

were observed.

The synthesis offered in Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows

how structural and dynamic complexity interact and jointly

hinder SC cost performance in all case studies. It can be

noted that the role that different interplay mechanisms

varies in importance across companies. For example, while

in Case A structural complexity aggravates the cost of prod-

uct portfolio-related dynamic complexity, due to mainly

increased silo-thinking, in Case B this effect is also due to

localism and increased uncertainty, because of the higher

structural complexity of Case B’s product portfolio.

While a single predominant mechanism can be identified

in most of the interactions between factors, there are some

areas in which several mechanisms appear to be equally

relevant. Consequently, some overlap between the areas can

be observed in Figure 3, as is the case of silo-thinking and

localism in ruling the interplay between the ‘Differences

between countries and regions’ and dynamic complexity.

Similarly, increased uncertainty and localism both affect the

interplay between product structural and dynamic complex-

ity. In addition, there are a few interactions in which no pre-

vailing mechanism arises from the analysis, mainly due to

the limited data gathered on these particular interactions

(specifically ‘Variety and interactions with suppliers’ vs ‘NPIs

and portfolio dynamics’; ‘Product specificities and design’ vs

‘Supply and customer base dynamics’).

5. Discussion

This paper set out to investigate the research question: What

are the mechanisms underpinning the interplay between struc-

tural and dynamic complexity in supply chains? We found four

mechanisms: silo-thinking, localism, limited adaptability and

increased uncertainty.

Despite several authors highlight its theoretical and prac-

tical relevance (Serdarasan 2013; Bozarth et al. 2009; Casti

1979), to the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no prior

empirical research in the SC domain that has examined in

detail the interplay mechanisms between individual factors of

structural and dynamic complexity among themselves. Results
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are also relevant from a theoretical perspective, since there is

very limited research grounded on Contingency Theory that

delves into the interactions between contingency factors and

their cumulative effect on performance.

Our results are in a similar vein with Dittfeld, Scholten,

and Van Donk’s (2018) paper, which studied horizontal, verti-

cal and diagonal interactions in the food SC. However, this

paper provides a step forward that can be applied to more

than one sector, via a novel framework, namely the House of

SC Complexity, to visualize the effects of individual complex-

ity factors on each other. This could save time and energy

for practitioners who would like to achieve the desired

results in complexity management.

Nonetheless, some of the core concepts underlying the

encountered mechanisms are largely theoretically discussed

in the complexity literature (e.g. Menezes, Ruiz-Hern�andez,

and Chen 2021), supporting the relevance of these issues

and the alignment and coherence of the findings with extant

literature, i.e. their external validity. The study contributes to

this body of work, discussed next, by uncovering the role of

these constructs in the interplay between structural and

dynamic complexity. For instance, in discussing SC complex-

ity Christopher (2016) argues that the structural complexity

of the organizational design can drive functions to become

silos over time. This is in line with this study’s findings, in

which silo-thinking is found to be the predominant interplay

mechanism between functions and facilities and dynamic

complexity factors. In the same manner, these findings res-

onate with the work of Lepore, Montgomery, and Siepe

(2016) which states that traditional organizational models

result in silo-thinking that is not adequate for SCs or firms

operating in today’s complex reality.

Adaptability is another relevant theme in the SC complex-

ity literature (Eckstein et al. 2015; Manuj and Sahin 2011;

Choi, Dooley, and Rungtusanatham 2001; Giannoccaro 2015;

Masson et al. 2007; Hoole 2005). There are contrasting argu-

ments in the literature regarding the relationship between

adaptability and complexity. On one hand, some researchers

argue that the complex structure of SCs can in fact underpin

adaptability (Ashmos, Duchon, and McDaniel 2000; Stacey

1995). On the other hand, the literature also argues that

complexity can in turn reduce SC adaptability (Masson et al.

2007; Hoole 2005; Davis, Eisenhardt, and Bingham 2009).

Our findings suggest that excessive structural complexity

(especially product portfolio-related) results in limited adapt-

ability that aggravates the effect of dynamic complexity on

SC performance, therefore supporting the latter view.

With regards to increased uncertainty, prior works discussing

the links between complexity and uncertainty are quite abun-

dant in the literature. Indeed, dynamic complexity is related to

Figure 3. Predominant areas of influence of interplay mechanisms as observed in the four case studies.
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the uncertainty of issues that unfold with time (Sivadasan et al.

2002; Bozarth et al. 2009; Frizelle and Woodcock 1995), but

prior research has also underlined the role of complexity in

increasing the uncertainty in the SC (Manuj and Sahin 2011;

Bode and Wagner 2015; Christopher 2016). Manuj and Sahin

(2011) propose a positive relationship between SC complexity

and higher uncertainty in the form of unexpected and undesir-

able outcomes. This proposition is coherent with one of the

findings of the present study: the structural complexity of the

internal network of facilities increases the uncertainty associ-

ated to various dynamic complexity factors, including unex-

pected customer demand and the reallocation of SC activities

in the network (most notably in Cases A and B).

Therefore, the following proposition is put forth:

Proposition 1.1: Silo-thinking, localism, limited adaptability,

and increased uncertainty drive the effect of structural com-

plexity on the relationship between dynamic complexity and SC

cost performance.

Furthermore, through the four identified mechanisms of

interplay, the structural complexity of the product port-

folio and design, internal SC design and external SC aggra-

vates the dynamic complexity factors associated to the

internal SC function leading to a worse cost performance.

In other words, the findings suggest that, due to the

multifaceted interplay between complexity factors, the

joint impact of structural and dynamic complexity on SC

performance is greater than what the combination of their

individual separate effects would otherwise be (i.e. syner-

gistic impact). We must note, however, that because the

effects of dynamic complexity on structural complexity lie

outside the scope of the study, we cannot posit this syner-

gistic joint effect to be symmetric with respect to the two

complexity types, but only that structural complexity leads

to such synergistic effect. Hence, the following proposition

is put forth:

Proposition 1.2: Structural complexity exacerbates the

negative effect of dynamic complexity on SC cost; thus, result-

ing in a synergistic combined negative effect of structural and

dynamic complexity on SC cost.

The study’s findings on the interplay between structural

and dynamic complexity highlight the multifaceted nature of

the relationship between these two types of complexity and

the coexistence of various interplay mechanisms. Therefore,

complexity can be extremely challenging to manage and sim-

plistic reductionist managerial approaches to the subject are

not likely to be successful. Rather, the complicatedness of the

relationship between structural and dynamic complexity sug-

gests that a holistic approach is called for. A first step in this

direction is to consider whether complexity reduction or

accommodation strategies may be more suitable to address

the four mechanisms of interplay unveiled in the study. The

findings suggest that the mechanisms of silo-thinking and

increased uncertainty can be accommodated by information

sharing and organizational means, but the interplay mecha-

nisms of localism and limited adaptability appear to be more

related to the physical structure of SC elements and thus

mainly manageable by reducing complexity, i.e. reducing the

factors involved in the interplay.

6. Conclusions

6.1. Contributions to theory

Relying on the findings from four in-depth case studies, in

this paper we argue that structural complexity exacerbates

the negative effect of dynamic complexity on the effi-

ciency of the SC function through four mechanisms of

interplay: silo-thinking, localism, limited adaptability and

increased uncertainty. This results in a synergistic joint

negative effect of the two complexity types on SC opera-

tions performance. These mechanisms are industry inde-

pendent and vary in strength between different groups of

complexity factors, as represented in Figure 2. The study

also provides with a rich empirical description of the inter-

play and enhances the usability of these findings for fur-

ther theory building and testing.

The propositions stated in this paper could be further

developed and used later for a possible deductive approach.

Furthermore, the contingency insights in this paper are in

line with the findings by Ateş et al. (2021) that complexity

can lead to trade-offs in some performance dimensions, such

as cost (as studied in this paper), but it could lead to

improvement in other performance dimensions such as

innovation (outside the scope of this paper).

The present study also contributes to expanding and

strengthening contingency research in Supply Chain

Management (SCM). Results from four cases each operating

in different strategic manufacturing contexts (Sousa and

Voss 2008) show that, to fully understand the role of con-

tingency factors and manage their cumulative effect on SC

performance, it is necessary to investigate possible interplay

mechanisms by adopting a holistic view. Indeed, despite

Contingency Theory is quite common in quantitative stud-

ies in the Organization Design and SCM domains (e.g.

Parker and van Witteloostuijn 2010; Flynn, Huo, and Zhao

2010; Tangpong, Hung, and Ro 2010; Gr€otsch, Blome, and

Schleper 2013; Wong, Lai, and Cheng 2011; Wong, Lai, and

Bernroider 2015), so far research has largely overlooked

investigating the cumulative effect of multiple contingency

factors, which are considered in this paper. Furthermore,

there are very few examples (e.g. Alazzabi, Mustafa, and

Issa 2021) of qualitative inductive research addressing the

phenomenon. In the present study, we offer a conceptual

framework and a methodology, to be used in explorative

research, for investigating the interplay mechanisms

between contingency factors and their cumulative effect on

SC operational performance, with a particular focus on cost.

6.2. Managerial implications

Complexity may be leveraged in other areas of organizations

or may serve to accomplish tactical or strategic goals. Yet,

complexity hinders SC operations quality, speed and, espe-

cially, cost performance dimensions. Consequently, managers

must fully acknowledge the negative effects of complexity
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for the SC performance and ensure that these are truly com-

pensated for at the level of the firm.

Our findings show that the relationship between struc-

tural and dynamic complexity is not a straightforward one,

as different mechanisms coexist between complexity factors.

This calls for the adoption of holistic complexity manage-

ment approaches that can target groups of complexity fac-

tors and the interplay between them. This is especially

critical for SCs operating in dynamic environments under sig-

nificant change and/or turbulence (Christopher and Holweg

2011), or that adopt strategies that demand of intense dyna-

mism (e.g. extensive product innovation, inorganic growth

via acquisitions) since the extent to which the SC function

may be able to operate under the resulting dynamic com-

plexity on a fixed amount of resources (i.e. cost) can severely

be affected by its structural complexity.

Managers can leverage on the description of the interplay

and its underlying mechanisms to recognize and address this

phenomenon in their organizations. Specifically, the use of the

House of SC Complexity diagram to represent different aspects

of the interplay between structural and dynamic factors offers

managers with a tool to assess which complexity factors in

their organization might be related to others (Figure 2), and

which interplay mechanism(s) might be predominant (Figure 3).

These insights can play a critical role in informing SC manage-

ment decisions and, especially, complexity management deci-

sions. Furthermore, if complemented with the guiding logics

for selecting reducing or accommodating complexity manage-

ment practices, as discussed in Fern�andez Campos, Trucco, and

Huaccho Huatuco (2019), managers can make better decisions

to effectively govern interplay mechanisms and mitigate their

negative impact on SC performance.

6.3. Limitations and future research

The use of case studies is regarded as an appropriate first

step in the theory-building process (Meredith 1998), but one

that demands from further research in order to contrast and

enhance the robustness and generalisability of the findings.

Findings are limited with regard to complexity’s influence on

flexibility. A possible reason for this, and one that fits the

empirical observations, is that flexibility is generally seen as a

multi-dimensional construct (Sethi and Sethi 1990; Browne

et al. 1984), hence allowing for complexity to benefit and

hinder different dimensions or types of flexibility. Previous

research has examined the relationship between complexity

and flexibility (e.g. Chryssolouris et al. 2013), but adopting a

multi-dimensional conceptualization of flexibility could serve

to further clarify this relationship.

Another limitation is that in this research the outputs of

the specific companies cannot be extended for a generaliza-

tion to their SCs. This is a limitation of the case study

methodology, which could be counteracted by using com-

plementary methodologies, e.g. surveys, computer simula-

tions or meta-analyses.

Similarly, the small sample size implies that not all the

mechanisms involved in ruling the interplay between structural

and dynamic complexity in other industries may have been

captured. A relevant research opportunity to this respect is to

investigate whether the unveiled interplay mechanisms remain

valid, i.e. rule the interplay between structural and dynamic

complexity. A further suggestion for future research is to

explore whether the area of influence of the identified mecha-

nisms holds for larger or smaller units of analyses.
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